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Revolution in the air as airfreight
heavyweights descend on London
Trio of priorities for pharma as it
flies out of pandemic
QR Cargo positions itself as freight’s
Next Generation trailblazer

Pooling, the necessary “double header”
for the industry looking to go green
Ross Marino,
Chief executive officer,
Unilode Aviation Solutions
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Pooling, the necessary
“double header” for the
industry looking to go green
Headlines abound with pandemonium across
European airports as aviation struggles to deal
with the return of mass tourism. The difficulties –
which have led to airlines reducing or cancelling
certain routes – stem from the industry’s actions
during the pandemic. Namely, staff reduction
as it went into survival mode. Unilode Aviation
Solutions’ chief executive officer Ross Marino
has not been in the position long, but the
rebound of aviation is certainly the opening
chapter of his time there.
“What you saw during Covid was
a huge reduction in aircraft activity
and passenger numbers fell off a
cliff,” Marino tells Freightweek. “The
need for ULDs, particularly baggage
containers, disappeared overnight.
What became evident to me, and the
business before I joined, was that
the bounce back was happening,
and we needed to be ahead of
the curve. As a result, we invested
heavily in new ULD stock, as we
knew that we had to manage the
cargo boom, as well as the returning
passenger business with the right
number of containers and pallets.
It is clear now that the decision to
invest was the right one to make.”
Unilode’s success stems from an
operating model predicated around
pooling. Rather than carriers having
to own and manage their ULDs, they
utilise Unilode’s, pooling concept.
In essence, airlines have access
to over 145,000 ULDs that are
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positioned according to demand by
Unilode and kept under constant
supervision by its operations
control centre in Bangkok and local
ground services team members.
The company also has its own
maintenance and repair operations
spread out across 50+ stations at
key global locations which support
this leasing concept.
Marino acknowledges that there is
nothing to stop their competitors
from doing the same thing, “we
cannot trademark the pooling
concept” but he says Unilode’s
success is dependent on scale.
And, as the numbers suggest,
Unilode has scale.
“Without scale, the pooling concept
fails because if a carrier turns up
and there are no ULDs to pick up,
they aren’t going to stick with you for
long,” Marino continues.

>

" We can now step in
by providing units for
those seeking a shortterm solution. This is a
part of the business we
are focusing on as we
expect to see continued
growth in this area."
Ross Marino, chief executive
officer, Unilode Aviation Solutions

The company’s scale and reputation
have also opened a new market
for it in the ‘bounce back’ period:
short-term leasing. While not a
new concept – Marino notes one
of Unilode’s competitors has been
doing this for some time, it is a
relatively new market for Unilode.
To date more than 100 customers
have signed up and use Unilode
for their ULD short-term needs as
they look to manage and cope with
the surge in demand that has been
experienced in recent months.
“Traditionally, we have worked with
long-term customers providing
ULD stock for them,” says Marino.
“We can now step in by providing
units for those seeking a shortterm solution. This is a part of the
business we are focusing on as we
expect to see continued growth in
this area.”
But there is, if not a hidden benefit,
certainly an additional benefit that
has become more pronounced over
time for airlines utilising the pooling
model. And one that is likely going
to see Unilode’s growth ambitions
met.
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“If you asked me the fundamental
to business success, it would be to
meet the needs of your customers
and to add to value. For us that
means providing an exceptional
product and service that is
sustainable and affordable for our
customers.”
“Sustainability and staying ahead
of the curve are so interlinked. For
an airline today, the CO2 impact
has become ever more important.
Unilode’s pooling concept requires
less investment in ULDs from
the airlines and fewer assets are
needed because they’re shared
– additionally, our ULDs are also
lighter in weight and we have a
real focus on using recyclable
materials. Which means from an
airline perspective, they don’t have
to store empties and move these
around their network, they can focus
their energies on filling the aircraft
hold with revenue-generating cargo
rather than repositioning empty
or damaged ULDs. Our tracking
solution allows us to know where
they are and to ensure their efficient
movement. What does all this mean?
Fewer emissions.”
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“Central to all of this is our digital
proposition.”

" The production of
ULDs faces lots of
challenges with a large
number of orders to
fulfil and it is taking
significantly longer to
get new ULDs in. "
Ross Marino, chief executive
officer, Unilode Aviation Solutions
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Boasting a “very close partnership”
Unilode utilises the expertise of
OnAsset Intelligence to ensure
its ability to track and trace its
ULDs. But together, the two are
set to introduce “forward-looking
capabilities” with new readers that
will allow it to collate and utilise
data – including temperature, shock,
location, light, and humidity.

coming weeks alongside “three to
four major announcements”. In fact
only last week Unilode was proud
to announce Azul as a new ULD
management customer.

“This,” says Marino, “all serves as
a value add for our customers that
they can in turn sell back to their
own customers.”

“We have been busy,” Marino
stresses. “We have ~65% of the
outsourced ULD management
market, which is ~25% of the overall
market – so there remains a huge
opportunity to grow. The intent for us
is to grow but, given that the airline
market is close to post-pandemic
levels, our recent focus has been
to meet this demand, which in itself
is like winning three to four new
customers.

One thing that strikes Freightweek
as it chats with Marino was that
since he joined – indeed before –
there had been a steady stream of
new contract announcements as
the company appeared to go from
strength to strength. Freightweek
asks if a recent noticeable drop
off in the number of stories was
indicative of the reality that there
“were simply no more worlds left
to conquer?”. Laughing that off, he
notes that there would be a healthy
number of contract renewals in the

On top of that, borne out of the
pandemic and the war in Ukraine,
the supply chain is under pressure.
The production of ULDs faces lots
of challenges with a large number
of orders to fulfil and it is taking
significantly longer to get new ULDs
in. We are commercially very aware
that it will take time to ramp up with
new equipment, but our intention is
to grow and we are taking steps to
ensure that our business will deliver
and cope with this growth moving
forward.” 

